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ON THE BIRATIONAL SECTION CONJECTURE OVER FINITELY
GENERATED FIELDS
Mohamed Saïdi and Michael Tyler
Abstract. We investigate the birational section conjecture for curves over function fields
of characteristic zero and prove that the conjecture holds over finitely generated fields over
Q if it holds over number fields.
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1 Introduction and statement of results
1.1 The birational section conjecture. For a smooth, geometrically con-
nected, projective curve X over a characteristic zero field k, we define the absolute
Galois group of X to be the group
GX := Gal(k(X)/k(X))
where k(X) denotes the function field of X and k(X) is an algebaic closure of k(X).
The Galois group GX fits into an exact sequence
1 −−−→ GXk¯ −−−→ GX −−−→ Gk −−−→ 1
where Gk := Gal(k¯|k), k¯ being the algebraic closure of k in k(X), and GXk¯ :=
Gal(K(X)/K(X) · k¯). Let x ∈ X(k) be a k-rational point, and let x˜ be a valuation
of k(X) extending the valuation νx of k(X) corresponding to x. We will refer to x˜ as
an extension of x to k(X). The decomposition group Dx˜ of x˜ fits into a commutative
diagram of exact sequences
1 Ix˜ Dx˜ Gk(x) 1
1 GXk¯ GX Gk 1
where Ix˜ is the inertia group at x˜. We will refer to a splitting of the lower sequence
in the above diagram as a section of GX . A splitting of the upper exact sequence
naturally defines a section sx˜ : Gk → GX of GX , with image contained in Dx˜.
Definition 1.1. We say a section s of GX is geometric if its image s(Gk) is contained
in a decomposition group Dx˜ for some k-rational point x ∈ X(k) and some extension
x˜ of x to k(X). In this case, we say that the section s arises from the point x.
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The birational analogue of Grothendieck’s anabelian section conjecture for étale
fundamental groups may be stated as follows.
Conjecture. Let k be a finitely generated field over Q, and let X be a smooth, pro-
jective, geometrically connected curve over k. Then every section of GX is geometric
and arises from a unique k-rational point x ∈ X(k).
We will refer to this as the birational section conjecture or BSC. One may con-
sider the statement for more general fields k, so we establish the following terminol-
ogy.
Definition 1.2. (i) LetX be a smooth, geometrically connected, projective curve
over a field k. We say the birational section conjecture (or BSC) holds for X
if every section of GX is geometric and arises from a unique k-rational point
x ∈ X(k).
(ii) For a field k, we say the birational section conjecture (or BSC) holds over k
if the BSC holds for every smooth, geometrically connected, projective curve
over k.
Remark 1.3. To prove that the BSC holds for X it suffices to prove that every
section of GX arises from a k-rational point x ∈ X(k). This is necessarily the
unique such point, since decomposition subgroups of GX associated to distinct rank
1 valuations of k(X) intersect trivially [NSW08, Corollary 12.1.3] (in loc. cit. k is
a global field but the same argument of proof works over any field).
It is hoped that the birational section conjecture might be used to prove the
Grothendieck anabelian section conjecture for étale fundamental groups, via the
theory of “cuspidalisation” of sections of arithmetic fundamental groups [Saï12a].
Conversely, the anabelian section conjecture for π1 implies the birational section
conjecture, as follows easily from the “limit argument” of Akio Tamagawa [Tam97,
Proposition 2.8 (iv)]. At present the BSC over finitely generated fields over Q,
as well as the anabelian section conjecture for π1, are quite open. Few examples
are known of curves over number fields for which the BSC holds. More precisely,
with the notations and assumptions in Definition 1.2(i), if k is a number field, X
is hyperbolic, J(k) is finite where J is the jacobian of X, and the Shafarevich-Tate
group of J is finite, then the BSC holds for X (see [Sto07, Remark 8.9] for related
examples). Also, some conditional results on the birational section conjecture over
number fields of small degree are known (see [Hos14]). Note that a p-adic analog of
the birational section conjecture holds by [Koe05]. To the best of our knowledge no
result on the birational section conjecture is known for curves over finitely generated
fields over Q of positive transcendence degree.
1.2 Statement of the Main Theorems. In this paper we investigate the bi-
rational section conjecture over function fields. We prove that, for a certain class
of fields k of characteristic zero, and under the condition of finiteness of certain
Shafarevich-Tate groups, proving that the BSC holds over function fields over k
reduces to proving that it holds over finite extensions of k. This class of fields con-
tains, in particular, the finitely generated extensions of Q, and for such fields we
show further that the statement is independent of finiteness of the Shafarevich-Tate
groups. The result therefore reduces the BSC over finitely generated extensions of
Q unconditionally to the case of number fields.
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Our approach stems from the proof in [Saï16] of a similar result for the section
conjecture for étale fundamental groups. Let us start by describing the aforemen-
tioned class of fields, which was introduced in [Saï16, Definition 0.2].
Definition 1.4. For a field k′ of characteristic zero, consider the following conditions
on k′.
(i) The BSC holds over k′.
(ii) For every prime integer ℓ, the ℓ-cyclotomic character χℓ : Gk′ → Z
×
ℓ is non-
Tate, meaning that any Gk′-map Zℓ(1) → TℓA, for some abelian variety A over
k′ and its ℓ-adic Tate module TℓA, vanishes.
(iii) Given an abelian variety A over k′, any quotient A(k′) ։ D of the group of
k′-rational points A(k′) satisfies the following:
(a) The natural map D → D̂ is injective, where D̂ := lim
←−N≥1
D/ND.
(b) The N -torsion subgroup D[N ] of D is finite for all N ≥ 1, and the Tate
module TD is trivial (cf. Notation).
(iv) Given a separated, smooth, connected curve C over k′ with function field K =
k′(C), K admits the structure of a Hausdorff topological field, so that X(K)
is compact for any smooth, geometrically connected, projective, hyperbolic
curve X over K.
(v) Given a separated, smooth, and connected (not necessarily projective) curve
C over k′ with function field K = k′(C) and a finite morphism C˜ → C with
C˜ separated and smooth, then the following holds. If C˜c(k
′(c)) 6= ∅ for all
closed points c ∈ Ccl, where k′(c) denotes the residue field at c and C˜c is the
scheme-theoretic inverse image of c in C˜, then C˜(K) 6= ∅.
For a field k of characteristic zero, we say that k strongly satisfies one of the above
conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) if this condition is satisfied by any finite exten-
sion k′|k of k.
Condition (i) is expected to hold for all finitely generated fields over Q by
the BSC. Conditions (ii)-(v) are satisfied by finitely generated fields over Q (cf.
[Saï16], discussion after Definition 0.2). More precisely, (ii) follows from the theory
of weights, (iii) follows from the Mordell-Weil and Lang-Néron Theorems, and (iv)
follows (for the discrete topology) from Mordell’s conjecture: Faltings’ Theorem and
Néron’s specialisation Theorem. Condition (v) is satisfied by Hilbertian fields (cf.
[Saï16, Lemma 4.1.5]), in particular (v) holds for finitely generated fields.
Definition 1.5. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and C a smooth, separated,
connected curve over k with function field K. Let A → C be an abelian scheme
with generic fibre A := A ×C K. For each closed point c ∈ C
cl denote by Kc the
completion of K at c, and write Ac := A ×K Kc. We define the Shafarevich-Tate
group
X(A) := ker(H1(GK , A)→
∏
c∈Ccl
H1(GKc, Ac))
where the product is taken over all the closed points of C.
We now state our first two main Theorems.
Theorem A. Let k be a field of characteristic zero that satisfies conditions (iv) and
(v) of Definition 1.4, and strongly satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition
1.4. Let C be a smooth, separated, connected curve over k with function field K.
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Let X → C be a flat, proper, smooth relative curve, with generic fibre X := X ×CK
which is a geometrically connected hyperbolic curve over K such that X(K) 6= ∅.
Denoting by J := Pic0X /C the relative Jacobian of X , assume TX(J ) = 0. Then
the BSC holds for X.
Theorem B. Let k, C and K be as in Theorem A, and assume further that k
strongly satisfies conditions (iv) and (v) of Definition 1.4. For any finite extension
L of K, let CL denote the normalisation of C in L. Assume that for any such
finite extension L and any flat, proper, smooth relative curve Y → CL we have
TX(JY) = 0, where JY := Pic
0
Y /CL is the relative Jacobian of Y. Then the BSC
holds over all finite extensions of K.
In the context of Q, this means that if the birational section conjecture holds
over all fields of some fixed transcendence degree over Q then it holds over all
fields of transcendence degree one higher, provided that finiteness of X holds. By
induction this means that, under the assumption on the relevant Shafarevich-Tate
groups, if the birational section conjecture holds over number fields then it holds
over all finitely generated fields over Q. As a consequence of one of the main results
in [ST18], asserting the finiteness of X for isotrivial abelian varieties over finitely
generated fields, and using Theorem A, we can prove the following.
Theorem C. Assume that the BSC holds over all number fields. Then the BSC
holds over all finitely generated fields over Q.
Thus Theorem C reduces the proof of the birational section conjecture to the
case of number fields.
1.3 Guide to the proof of the Main Theorems. Our approach to proving
the above Theorems is inspired by the method in [Saï16], and relies on a local-global
argument. This requires studying the properties of sections of absolute Galois groups
of curves over local fields of equal characteristic zero and over function fields of curves
in characteristic zero. We relate these two settings by investigating “étale abelian
sections”, from where arises the constraint on the Shafarevich-Tate groups.
To the proof of Theorems A and B. With the notations and assumptions in
Theorem A, let s : GK → GX be a section. For each closed point c ∈ C
cl, using
the fact that k strongly satisfies condition (ii), as well as a specialisation theorem
for absolute Galois groups which may be of interest independently of the context
of this paper (cf. §3.1), we prove that s naturally induces a birational section
s¯c : Gk(c) → GX c of the absolute Galois group GX c of the fibre X c at c. The fact
that k strongly satisfies condition (i) implies that the section s¯c is geometric and
arises from a unique rational point xc ∈ X c(k(c)) (the unicity follows from the fact
that k strongly satisfies condition (iii)(a)).
Next, we consider the étale abelian section sab : GK → π1(X)
(ab) induced by s,
where π1(X)
(ab) is the geometrically abelian fundamental group of X, and similarly
the étale abelian sections s¯abc : Gk(c) → π1(X c)
(ab) induced by s¯c, ∀c ∈ C
cl (cf. §2.2).
Thus, sab and s¯abc can be viewed as elements of H
1(GK , TJ), and H
1(Gk(c), T J c),
where J and J c are the jacobians of X and X c respectively, and T indicates their
Tate modules (cf. loc. cit.). We have the following commutative diagram of Kummer
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exact sequences (cf. §2.2)
0 Ĵ(K) H1(GK , TJ) TH
1(GK , J) 0
0
∏
c∈Ccl
Ĵc(Kc)
∏
c∈Ccl
H1(GKc , Jc)
∏
c∈Ccl
TH1(GKc, Jc) 0
where Jc := J ×K Kc, and Kc is the completion of K at c. Moreover, (s
ab
c )c∈Ccl =
(xc)c∈C ∈
∏
c∈Ccl Ĵc(Kc) via the injective maps
∏
c∈Ccl X c(k(c)) →
∏
c∈Ccl
̂J c(k(c))→∏
c∈Ccl Ĵc(Kc), where the last map is induced by the inflation map, and the first map
is injective as k strongly satisfies condition (iii)(a). The kernel of the right vertical
map TH1(GK , J) →
∏
c∈Ccl TH
1(GKc, Jc) is the Tate module of the Shafarevich-
Tate group X(J ), which is trivial by our assumption that X(J ) is finite. Thus
sab ∈ Ĵ(K) by the above diagram. We then prove the following (cf. Lemma 5.1).
Theorem D. We use the above notations. Assume that k strongly satisfies the
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 1.4. Then the homomorphism J(K) →
Ĵ(K) is injective and sab is contained in J(K).
Furthermore, the natural map
∏
c∈Ccl X c(k(c)) →
∏
c∈Ccl J c(k(c)) is injective
(this follows from condition (iii)(a)), and inside
∏
c∈Ccl J c(k(c)) the equality
∏
c∈Ccl
X c(k(c)) ∩ J(K) = X(K)
holds (the map J(K)→
∏
c∈Ccl J c(k(c)) is injective. See Lemma 5.2 and its proof).
Thus sab = x ∈ X(K) arises from a unique rational point x since sc = xc ∈ X c(k(c))
for all c ∈ Ccl. To finish the proof of Theorem A, using a limit argument due to
Tamagawa relying on the fact that k satisfies condition (iv), it suffices to show that
every neighbourhood of the section s has a K-rational point. This is achieved using
the fact that k satisfies condition (v).
The proof of Theorem B follows easily from Theorem A, and standard facts on
the behaviour of birational Galois sections with respect to finite base change.
To the proof of Theorem C. We argue by induction on the transcendence degree
and assume that the BSC holds over all finitely generated fields over Q with tran-
scendence degree < n, where n ≥ 1 is an integer. To prove that the BSC holds for
curves over a finitely generated field K of transcendence degree n we first reduce to
the case of the projective line P1K . Given a section s : GK → GP1K we prove that s
has a neighbourhood Y → P1K with Y hyperbolic and isotrivial. For such a curve it
is proven in [ST18] that X(J Y ) is finite, where J Y → C is the relative jacobian of
a suitable model Y → C of Y as in the statement of Theorem A. We can then (after
passing to an appropriate finite extension of K) apply Theorem A to conclude that
the section sY : GK → GY induced by s, and a fortiori the section s, is geometric.
1.4 Guide to the paper. The layout of the paper is as follows. In §2 we will
recall some properties of étale and geometrically abelian fundamental groups and
their sections, which will be necessary for the proofs of our main Theorems.
In §3 we work in a local setting. We consider a flat, proper, smooth relative curve
over the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation ring with residue characteristic
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zero, and explain how to define a specialisation homomorphism of absolute Galois
groups (Theorem 3.4) using the specialisation homomorphism of fundamental groups
of affine curves. We apply this in §3.2 to study the specialisation of sections, and
the phenomenon of ramification of sections.
In §4 we return to the global setting of Theorems A and B, and consider curves
over function fields of characteristic zero. In §4.1 we explain how to pass to the local
setting and apply the results from §3. In §4.2 we consider étale abelian sections and
show how to apply a local-global principle, during which we encounter the issue of
finiteness of the Shafarevich-Tate group (Proposition 4.11).
In §5 we use the results of §3 and §4 to prove Theorems A and B, and apply
these, along with one of the main results of [ST18], to prove Theorem C.
Notation.
• For a scheme X, we will denote the set of closed points of X by Xcl.
• Given a ring R and morphisms of schemes X → Y and SpecR → Y , we will
denote the fibre product X ×Y SpecR by XR.
• For a field k and a given algebraic closure k¯ of k, we will denote the absolute
Galois group Gal(k¯|k) by Gk.
• For an abelian group A and a positive integer N , we denote by A[N ] the kernel
of the homomorphism N : A→ A, a 7→ N · a.
• Given an abelian group A, we denote by Â the inverse limit Â := lim←−N≥1A/NA
and by TA := lim
←−N≥1
A[N ] the Tate module of A.
• Given an abelian variety B over a field k, an algebraic closure k¯ of k, we will
denote by TB the Tate module of the abelian group B(k¯).
2 Sections of étale and geometrically abelian fundamental groups
2.1 Sections of étale fundamental groups. Let k be a field of characteristic
zero, X a smooth, geometrically connected, projective curve over k, and U ⊂ X an
open subset with complement S := X \ U (when considering an open U ⊂ X we
assume U non-empty). Write K = k(X) for the function field of X. Let z be a
geometric point of U with image in the generic point. Thus z determines algebraic
closures K, and k¯, of K and k respectively, as well as a geometric point of Uk¯ that
we denote z¯. The étale fundamental group π1(U, z) of U fits into an exact sequence:
1 −−−→ π1(Uk¯, z¯) −−−→ π1(U, z) −−−→ Gk = Gal(k¯/k) −−−→ 1
We will refer to this as the fundamental exact sequence of U . The fundamental
group π1(Uk¯, z¯) will be called the geometric fundamental group of U .
Definition 2.1. A universal pro-étale cover U˜ → U of U is an inverse system of
finite étale covers {Vi → U}i∈I , corresponding to open subgroups of π1(U, z), such
that for any étale cover V → U , corresponding to an open subgroup of π1(U, z),
there is a U -morphism Vi → V for some i ∈ I. A (closed) point x˜ of the universal
pro-étale cover U˜ is a compatible system of (closed) points {xi ∈ Vi}i∈I .
Fix a universal pro-étale cover U˜ → U , and let {Vi → U}i∈I be the inverse
system of étale covers defining it.
Definition 2.2. Let Yi → X denote the unique extension of Vi → U to a finite
morphism of smooth, connected, projective curves over k. The inverse system of
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morphisms {Yi → X}i∈I will be called the normalisation of X in U˜ , denoted X˜U˜ →
X. A (closed) point x˜ of X˜U˜ is a compatible system of (closed) points {xi ∈ Yi}i∈I .
Definition 2.3. With the above notation, let x ∈ Xcl be a closed point and x˜ a
point above x in the normalisation X˜U˜ of X in U˜ . The decomposition group Dx˜
of x˜ is the stabiliser of x˜ under the action of π1(U, z) (which acts naturally on
the points of X˜U˜). The inertia group Ix˜ is the kernel of the natural projection
Dx˜ ։ Gk(x) = Aut(k¯/k(x)), where k(x) is the residue field at x.
It follows immediately from the definition that decomposition and inertia groups
for different choices of x˜ above x are conjugate, that is, for any σ ∈ π1(U, z) we have
Iσx˜ = σIx˜σ
−1 and Dσx˜ = σDx˜σ
−1. The inertia group Ix˜ is trivial if x ∈ U , while if
x ∈ S it is isomorphic as a Gk(x)-module to the Tate twist Zˆ(1).
Recall that the curve U is hyperbolic if the geometric fundamental group π1(Uk¯, z¯)
is non-abelian. Denoting by g the genus of X, this occurs exactly when 2 − 2g −
degk S < 0, where S is regarded as a reduced effective divisor on X. We refer to
[HM11, Lemma 1.5] for a proof of the following statement.
Lemma 2.4. With the above notation, assume further that U is hyperbolic. Then
any two inertia subgroups Ix˜, Ix˜′ ⊂ π1(U, z) corresponding to distinct points x˜ 6= x˜′
of X˜U˜ intersect trivially.
Let x ∈ X(k) be a k-rational point of X, and let x˜ be a point above x in the
normalisation X˜U˜ of X in U˜ . There is a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1 Ix˜ Dx˜ Gk(x) 1
1 π1(Uk¯, z¯) π1(U, z) Gk 1
(1)
where the middle vertical map is the natural inclusion, via which a section of the
upper exact sequence naturally defines one of the (lower) fundamental exact se-
quence. When x ∈ U the inertia group Ix˜ is trivial, hence there is an isomorphism
Dx˜ ≃ Gk(x) = Gk (induced by the projection π1(U, z) ։ Gk) and thus Dx˜ gives
rise naturally to a section of π1(U, z) in this case. Action by π1(Uk¯, z¯) permutes
the points x˜ of U˜ above x, so x in fact induces a conjugacy class of sections of the
fundamental exact sequence.
It is well known that the upper exact sequence in diagram (1) also splits when
x is contained in the complement S = X \ U .
Definition 2.5. A section s : Gk → π1(U, z) is called cuspidal if it factors through
Dx˜ for some (necessarily k-rational) point x ∈ S and some x˜ ∈ X˜U˜ above x.
Now let ξ : SpecΩ→ X be a geometric point with image the generic point of X.
The geometric point ξ naturally determines a choice of an algebraic closure K of K
and, for each open subset U ⊂ X, a geometric point ξ : SpecΩ→ U with image the
generic point of U . The following is well-known.
Lemma 2.6. With X, K and ξ as above, there is a canonical isomorphism
GX := Gal(K/K) ≃ lim←−
U⊂X open
π1(U, ξ)
where the limit is taken over all the open subsets of X, partially ordered by inclusion.
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In particular, for any open subset U ⊂ X, the fundamental group π1(U, ξ) is
naturally a quotient of GX . In fact we have a commutative diagram
1 GXk¯ GX Gk 1
1 π1(Uk¯, ξ¯) π1(U, ξ) Gk 1
where the middle vertical map is the natural projection, via which a section s : Gk →
GX ofGX naturally induces a section sU : Gk → π1(U, ξ) of the projection π1(U, ξ)։
Gk. Thus, by Lemma 2.6, a section s of GX determines, and is determined by, a
compatible system of sections sU : Gk → π1(U, ξ) for the open subsets U ⊂ X.
2.2 Geometrically abelian fundamental groups. Let k be a field of char-
acteristic zero, and let X be a smooth, geometrically connected, projective curve
over k such that X(k) 6= ∅. Let z : SpecΩ → X be a geometric point with value
in the generic point, which determines an algebraic closure k¯ of k and a geometric
point z¯ of Xk¯. Denote by π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab the maximal abelian quotient of the geometric
fundamental group of X. The geometrically abelian quotient of π1(X, z), denoted
π1(X, z)
(ab), is defined by the pushout diagram
1 π1(Xk¯, z¯) π1(X, z) Gk 1
1 π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab π1(X, z)
(ab) Gk 1
where the upper row is the fundamental exact sequence. By commutativity of this
diagram, a section s : Gk → π1(X, z) of the étale fundamental group of X naturally
induces a section sab : Gk → π1(X, z)
(ab) of the geometrically abelian quotient,
which we will call the étale abelian section induced by s.
Fix a k-rational point x0 ∈ X(k). Let J denote the Jacobian of X, and let
ι : X → J be the closed immersion mapping x0 to the zero section of J . Note that ι
maps an arbitrary k-rational point x ∈ X(k) to the class of the degree zero divisor
[x]− [x0]. Moreover, it induces a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1 π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab π1(X, z)
(ab) Gk 1
1 π1(Jk¯, z¯) π1(J, z) Gk 1
∼ ∼ (2)
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms.
Hence there is an identification of Gk-modules π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab ≃ π1(Jk, z¯) ≃ TJ ,
where TJ is the Tate module of J (see Notation). We fix a base point of the torsor
of splittings of the upper exact sequence in (2) to be the splitting arising from the
rational point x0, and the corresponding base point of the torsor of splittings of
the lower exact sequence in (2), and identify the set of π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab-conjugacy classes
of sections of the upper exact sequence in (2) with the Galois cohomology group
H1(Gk, TJ). By functoriality of the fundamental group, any k-rational point x ∈
X(k) induces a section sx : Gk → π1(X, z), which in turn induces an étale abelian
section sabx : Gk → π1(X, z)
(ab). Thus we have a mapX(k)→ H1(Gk, TJ) defined by
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x 7→ [sabx ], where [s
ab
x ] denotes the π1(Xk¯, z¯)
ab-conjugacy class of sections containing
sabx . This map factors through J(k), that is, it coincides with the composite map
X(k) J(k) H1(Gk, TJ).
ι
This is due to the isomorphism π1(X, z)
(ab) ≃ π1(J, z), via which s
ab
x corresponds to
the section of π1(J, z) induced by functoriality from the k-rational point ι(x) ∈ J(k).
Lemma 2.7. There is an exact sequence
0 −−−→ Ĵ(k) −−−→ H1(Gk, TJ) −−−→ TH
1(Gk, J) −−−→ 0
where Ĵ(k) := lim←−N J(k)/NJ(k) (see Notation) and TH
1(Gk, J) is the Tate module
of the Galois cohomology group H1(Gk, J).
We shall refer to this sequence as the Kummer exact sequence. One can easily de-
rive it from the Kummer exact sequences 0 J(k¯)[N ] J(k¯) J(k¯) 0,N
N ≥ 0, during which one sees, in particular, that the map J(k) → H1(Gk, TJ)
factors through Ĵ(k). Thus we have a sequence of maps:
X(k) J(k) Ĵ(k) H1(Gk, TJ).
ι (3)
3 Specialisation of sections in a local setting
3.1 A specialisation homomorphism for absolute Galois groups. Let R be
a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformiser π, field of fractionsK and residue
field k := R/πR of characteristic zero. LetX be a flat, proper, smooth, geometrically
connected relative curve over SpecR, and denote by XK := X ×SpecR SpecK its
generic fibre and Xk := X ×SpecR Spec k its special fibre. Fix an algebraic closure
K of K, and denote by R the integral closure of R in K, and by k¯ the residue field
of R, which is an algebraic closure of k.
Let ξ¯1 : SpecΩ1 → XK be a geometric point with image the generic point of XK ,
and similarly let ξ¯2 : SpecΩ2 → Xk¯ be a geometric point with image the generic
point of Xk¯. These induce geometric points of XK and Xk, which we denote by ξ1
and ξ2 respectively.
Definition 3.1. For each closed point x of Xclk , fix a choice of closed point y ∈ X
cl
K
which specialises to x and whose residue field is the unique unramified extension of
K whose valuation ring has residue field k(x) (such a point exists since X → SpecR
is smooth). We define S˜ to be the set of these chosen closed points y ∈ XclK . Thus,
S˜ is a subset of XclK in bijection with X
cl
k . We denote by S˜K the inverse image of S˜
via the map Xcl
K
→ Xcl. Thus, S˜K is a subset of X
cl
K
in bijection with Xcl
k¯
.
Definition 3.2. With S˜ and S˜K as in Definition 3.1, we define the group π1(XK−S˜)
to be the inverse limit
π1(XK − S˜) := lim←−
B⊂S˜ finite
π1(XK \B, ξ1)
over the open subsets of XK whose complements are finite subsets of S˜, ordered by
inclusion. Similarly, we define π1(XK − S˜K) := lim←−B⊂S˜K finite
π1(XK \B, ξ¯1).
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Definition 3.3. A universal pro-étale cover X˜S˜ → XK − S˜ is an inverse system of
finite morphisms {Yi → XK}i∈I , with Yi smooth, corresponding to open subgroups
of π1(XK − S˜), such that for any finite morphism Y → XK , with Y smooth, cor-
responding to an open subgroup of π1(XK − S˜), there is an XK-morphism Yi → Y
for some i ∈ I. A (closed) point x˜ of X˜S˜ is a compatible system of (closed) points
{yi ∈ Yi}i∈I .
For a universal pro-étale cover X˜S˜ → XK − S˜ and any closed point x˜ of X˜S˜,
we define decomposition and inertia subgroups Dx˜, Ix˜ ⊂ π1(XK − S˜) exactly as in
Definition 2.3, and they satisfy analogous properties.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a surjective (continuous) homomorphism Sp : π1(XK−
S˜)։ GXk , an isomorphism Sp : π1(XK − S˜K) ≃ GXk¯ , and a commutative diagram
of exact sequences:
1 GX
K
GXK GK 1
1 π1(XK − S˜K) π1(XK − S˜) GK 1
1 GXk¯ GXk Gk 1
Sp Sp
(4)
The homomorphism Sp, resp. Sp, is defined only up to conjugation.
The homomorphisms Sp and Sp will be referred to as specialisation homomor-
phisms. For the proof we need the following well-known result.
Lemma 3.5. Let S be a divisor on X which is finite étale over R, and denote
U := X \ S which is an open sub-scheme of X. Then there exists a surjective
(continuous) homomorphism SpU : π1(UK , ξ1) ։ π1(Uk, ξ2) and an isomorphism
SpU : π1(UK , ξ¯1) ≃ π1(Uk¯, ξ¯1) making the following diagram commutative.
1 π1(UK , ξ¯1) π1(UK , ξ1) GK 1
1 π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2) π1(Uk, ξ2) Gk 1
SpU ∼ SpU
(5)
The homomorphism SpU , respectively SpU , is defined only up to inner automorphism
of π1(Uk, ξ¯2), resp. π1(U, ξ2).
The homomorphisms SpU and SpU are called specialisation homomorphisms of
fundamental groups. The homomorphism SpU is defined in a natural way and induces
the homomorphism SpU . For an exposition, in particular the fact that SpU is an
isomorphism, see [OV98].
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let B ⊂ S˜ be a finite subset of S˜, viewed as a reduced closed
sub-scheme of XK , and let B denote its schematic closure in X. By construction,
B is a divisor on X which is finite étale over R such that BK = B. Denoting U :=
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X−B, by Lemma 3.5 there exist specialisation homomorphisms SpU : π1(UK , ξ1)։
π1(Uk, ξ2) and SpU : π1(UK , ξ¯1) ≃ π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2).
Since there exist such homomorphisms for every finite subset of S˜, we have
a compatible system of surjective homomorphisms {SpU}, resp. of isomorphisms
{SpU} (the compatibility follows from the construction of these homomorphisms).
By Lemma 2.6, taking inverse limits gives rise respectively to the surjective homo-
morphism Sp : π1(XK − S˜)։ GXk and the isomorphism Sp : π1(XK − S˜K) ≃ GXk¯ ,
and moreover π1(XK − S˜) and π1(XK − S˜K) are naturally quotients of GXK and
GX
K
respectively. Thus we have the required homomorphisms in diagram (4), and
this diagram is clearly commutative.
One could consider the composite homomorphism GXK ։ π1(XK − S˜)։ GXk ,
and similarly for GX
K
, to be a specialisation homomorphism for absolute Galois
groups. However, we will reserve the label ‘Sp’ for the homomorphism π1(XK−S˜)։
GXk , since this will be important in the next section.
3.2 Ramification of sections. We use the notation of §3.1, and assume further
that the closed fibre Xk is hyperbolic. With S and U as in Lemma 3.5, consider
again diagram (5), and recall that the kernel of the projection GK ։ Gk is the
inertia group IK associated to the discrete valuation on K.
Lemma 3.6. (i) The projection π1(UK , ξ1) ։ GK restricts to an isomorphism
ker(SpU) ≃ IK.
(ii) The right square in diagram (5) is cartesian.
Proof. The isomorphism ker(Sp) ≃ IK follows from a simple diagram chase, and (ii)
follows easily from (i).
Fix universal pro-étale covers U˜K → UK and U˜k → Uk (corresponding to the
geometric points ξ1 and ξ2 respectively), and let X˜U˜K denote the normalisation of
XK in U˜K , and likewise X˜U˜k the normalisation of Xk in U˜k (see Definitions 2.1 and
2.2).
Lemma 3.7. Let x ∈ S(k), and let y′ be the unique (K-rational) point of SK which
specialises to x. Let y˜′ be a point of X˜U˜K above y
′. There exists a unique x˜ in X˜U˜k
above x, so that we have the following commutative diagram:
1 Iy˜′ Dy˜′ GK 1
1 Ix˜ Dx˜ Gk 1
SpU ∼ SpU
where Dy˜′ (resp. Dx˜) is the decomposition group of y˜′ (resp. x˜) in π1(UK , ξ1) (resp.
π1(Uk, ξ2)). Moreover, the right square in this diagram is cartesian.
Proof. The image of Dy˜′ under SpU is contained in Dx˜ for some x˜ in X˜Uk above x,
as follows easily from the functoriality of fundamental groups and the specialisation
of points on (coverings of) R-curves. Moreover, such x˜ is unique by Lemma 2.4,
since SpU is an isomorphism, which implies the inertia subgroup Iy˜′ ⊂ Dy˜′ maps
isomorphically to Ix˜ ⊂ π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2). Commutativity of diagram (5) then implies that
Dy˜′ maps surjectively ontoDx˜, whence the above diagram. As in the proof of Lemma
3.6, the right square in this diagram is cartesian.
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Corollary 3.8. With the notation of Lemma 3.7, for any K-rational point y of UK
specialising to x and any point y˜ of U˜K above y, Dy˜ is contained in Dy˜′ for some y˜′
in X˜U˜K above y
′. In particular, a section s : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) with image contained
in (hence equal to) Dy˜ is cuspidal (Definition 2.5), even though y 6∈ SK .
Proof. By specialisation, the point y˜ determines a point x˜ ∈ X˜U˜k such that SpU(Dy˜) ⊂
Dx˜. The statement then follows from Lemma 3.7 and the universal property of carte-
sian squares. Note that for a point x˜ in X˜U˜k above x there exists a point y˜
′ of X˜U˜K
above y′ such that the conclusion of Lemma 3.7 holds (follows easily from a limit
argument).
By Lemma 3.6 (ii), any section of π1(Uk, ξ2) naturally induces a section of
π1(UK , ξ1), but the converse is not true in general. Given any section s : GK →
π1(UK , ξ1), let us define a homomorphism ϕs : GK → π1(Uk, ξ2) by the composition
ϕs := SpU ◦s.
1 π1(UK , ξ¯1) π1(UK , ξ1) GK 1
1 π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2) π1(Uk, ξ2) Gk 1
SpU ∼ SpU
s
ϕs (6)
Definition 3.9. We say the section s is unramified if ϕs(IK) = 1. Otherwise we
say s is ramified.
For an unramified section s : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) the map ϕs factors through the
projection GK ։ Gk and s induces a section s¯ : Gk → π1(Uk, ξ1). This induced
section will be called the specialisation of s and denoted s¯.
We now investigate under what conditions we may conclude that a given section
s : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) has image contained in a decomposition group.
Lemma 3.10. Let s : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) be an unramified section, and suppose
s¯(Gk) ⊂ Dx˜ for some x ∈ S(k) and some x˜ in X˜U˜k above x. Then s(GK) ⊂ Dy˜′ for
a unique y˜′ in X˜U˜K above the unique point y
′ ∈ S(K) specialising to x.
Proof. There exists a point y˜′ in X˜U˜K above y
′ such that the image of Dy˜′ ⊂
π1(UK , ξ1) under SpU is contained in Dx˜ (cf. proof of Corollary 3.8), and this y˜
′
is unique as follows from Lemma 2.4. The pullback of s¯ via the natural projection
GK ։ Gk gives rise to the section s, so s(GK) must be contained in the pullback of
Dx˜ via GK ։ Gk, which is Dy˜′ by Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 3.11. Assume that k satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 1.4. Let
s : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) be a section, and denote ϕs := SpU ◦s as above. If ϕs(IK) is
non-trivial then it is contained in the inertia group Ix˜ of a unique point x˜ of X˜U˜k
above a point of Sk.
Proof. This follows from [HM11, Lemma 1.6]. Indeed, if ϕs(IK) is non-trivial then,
by commutativity of diagram (6), it is contained in π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2), and it is a procyclic
subgroup of π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2) because IK ≃ Zˆ(1) is procyclic. Since k satisfies condition
(ii) of Definition 1.4, the image of ϕs(IK) under the composite Gk-homomorphism
π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2) π1(Xk¯, ξ¯2) π1(Xk¯, ξ¯2)
ab
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is trivial. It then follows from loc. cit. that ϕs(IK) must be contained in an inertia
subgroup of π1(Uk¯, ξ¯2), which is unique by Lemma 2.4.
Remark 3.12. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.11, if S = ∅, so that U = X
is proper over SpecR, then it follows from the arguments in the proof of Proposition
3.11 that any section s : GK → π1(XK , ξ1) is necessarily unramified.
Lemma 3.13. Assume that k satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 1.4, and let s :
GK → π1(UK , ξ1) be a section and ϕs := SpU ◦s. If s is ramified then ϕs(GK) ⊂
Dx˜ for a unique k-rational point x of Sk and a unique x˜ in X˜U˜k above x, and
s(GK) ⊂ Dy˜′ for a unique point y˜′ of X˜U˜K above the unique K-rational point y
′ of
SK specialising to x. In particular, s is cuspidal.
Proof. If ϕs(IK) is non-trivial then, by Proposition 3.11, it must be contained in a
unique inertia group Ix˜ for some x ∈ Sk and some x˜ ∈ X˜U˜k above x. Since ϕs(GK)
normalises ϕs(IK), for some σ ∈ GK we have ϕs(IK) = ϕs(σ) · ϕs(IK) · ϕs(σ)
−1 ⊆
ϕs(σ) · Ix˜ · ϕs(σ)
−1 = Iϕs(σ)·x˜. But ϕs(IK) is contained in a unique inertia group, so
ϕs(σ) · x˜ = x˜ and ϕs(GK) fixes x˜, i.e. ϕs(GK) ⊆ Dx˜. Moreover, x is necessarily a
k-rational point since, by commutativity of diagram (6), ϕs(GK) maps surjectively
onto Gk. A similar argument to that used in the proof of Corollary 3.8 implies that
s(GK) ⊆ Dy˜′ for some y˜
′ in X˜U˜K above the unique point y
′ of SK specialising to x.
Moreover, such point y˜′ is unique by Lemma 2.4.
Let S˜ be as in Definition 3.1. For a section s : GK → π1(XK − S˜) (see Def-
inition 3.2), we write ϕs := Sp ◦s for the composition of s with the specialisation
homomorphism Sp : π1(XK − S˜)։ GXk of Theorem 3.4.
π1(XK − S˜) GK
GXk Gk
Sp
s
ϕs (7)
We define the ramification and specialisation of s analogously to Definition 3.9. For
an open subset Uk ⊂ Xk with complement Sk, we will denote by SK the set of points
of S˜ which specialise to Sk, D the schematic closure of SK inX, and U := X\D, thus
UK = XK \ SK . We will denote by sU : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) the section of π1(UK , ξ1)
naturally induced by s, and by ϕU the composition ϕU := SpU ◦sU : GK → π1(Uk, ξ2)
of sU with the specialisation homomorphism SpU : π1(UK , ξ1)։ π1(Uk, ξ2) of Lemma
3.5.
Since s induces such a section sU : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) for every open subset UK ⊂
XK as above, it determines a compatible system of sections {sU}, parameterised by
the open subsets U ⊂ X as above. Conversely, such a system determines a section
of π1(XK− S˜). Similarly, since s induces a homomorphism ϕU : GK → π1(Uk, ξ2) for
every open subset ofXk, it determines a compatible system of homomorphisms {ϕU}
whose inverse limit lim←−Uk⊂Xk open
ϕU is exactly the homomorphism ϕs of diagram (7).
Lemma 3.14. A section s : GK → π1(XK − S˜) is ramified if and only if there is a
non empty open subset Uk ⊂ Xk for which the section sU : GK → π1(UK , ξ1) induced
as above by s is ramified.
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Proof. Since ϕs(IK) = lim←−Uk⊂Xk open
ϕU(IK) (with surjective transition maps), ϕs(IK)
is trivial if and only if ϕU(IK) is trivial for every open subset Uk ⊂ Xk.
Proposition 3.15. Assume that k satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 1.4, and let
s : GK → π1(XK − S˜) be a section. Let U ′k ⊂ Uk ⊂ Xk be any two non-empty
open subsets, and let X˜U˜k , resp. X˜U˜ ′k be the normalisation of Xk in some universal
pro-étale cover U˜k → Uk, resp. U˜ ′k → U
′
k.
Suppose that sU is ramified, with ϕU(IK) contained in the inertia subgroup Ix˜U ⊂
π1(Uk, ξ2) for some x ∈ (Xk \Uk)(k) and some x˜U in X˜U˜k above x (see Lemma 3.13
and its proof). Then sU ′ is ramified, and ϕU ′(IK) is contained in the inertia subgroup
Ix˜U′ ⊂ π1(U
′
k, ξ2) of some x˜U ′ in X˜U˜ ′
k
above the same point x ∈ (Xk \ Uk)(k) ⊂
(Xk \ U
′
k)(k).
Proof. The image of ϕU ′(IK) under the homomorphism π1(U ′k, ξ2) ։ π1(Uk, ξ2) co-
incides with ϕU(IK), which is nontrivial by assumption. Thus ϕU ′(IK) must also
be non-trivial, and therefore it is contained in an inertia subgroup Iz˜U′ ⊂ π1(U
′
k, ξ2)
for some z ∈ (Xk \ U
′
k)(k) and some z˜U ′ in X˜U˜ ′
k
above z (see Lemma 3.13 and its
proof). Let z˜U be the image of z˜U ′ in X˜U˜k . Suppose z˜U 6= x˜U . If z ∈ Xk \ Uk
then, by functoriality, the image of Iz˜U′ under π1(U
′
k, ξ2) ։ π1(Uk, ξ2) is the inertia
subgroup Iz˜U ⊂ π1(Uk, ξ2) at z˜U , which intersects trivially with Ix˜U by Lemma 2.4.
Meanwhile, if z 6∈ Xk \ Uk the image of Iz˜U′ in π1(Uk, ξ2) is trivial. Both of these
contradict compatibility of ϕU and ϕU ′, so we must have z˜U = x˜U and z = x.
The ramification of a section s : GK → π1(XK − S˜) is therefore characterised by
the ramification of the system of sections sU it induces. Let us now fix a universal
pro-étale cover X˜S˜ → XK−S˜ (see Definition 3.3), and denote by k(Xk) the separable
closure of the function field k(Xk) determined by the geometric point ξ2.
Lemma 3.16. Let s : GK → π1(XK − S˜) be an unramified section, and suppose its
specialisation s¯ : Gk → GXk is geometric with s¯(Gk) ⊂ Dx˜ for some x ∈ X(k) and
some extension x˜ of x to k(Xk). Then s(GK) ⊂ Dy˜ for a unique y˜ in X˜S˜ above the
unique (K-rational) point y of S˜ specialising to x.
Proof. For any open subset Uk ⊂ Xk, the section sU is unramified by Lemma 3.14.
Choose Uk so that x 6∈ Uk, and let X˜U˜K , respectively X˜U˜k denote the normalisation of
XK , resp. Xk in some universal pro-étale cover of UK , resp. Uk. By compatibility of
the homomorphisms ϕU , we have s¯U(Gk) ⊂ Dx˜U for some x˜U in X˜Uk above x. Hence,
by Lemma 3.10, sU(GK) ⊂ Dy˜U for some unique y˜U in X˜UK above the unique point
y of SK specialising to x. This is also true for every open subset of Xk contained in
Uk, so taking inverse limits yields the required statement.
Lemma 3.17. Assume that k satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 1.4, and let s :
GK → π1(XK − S˜) be a section. If s is ramified then ϕs(GK) ⊂ Dx˜ for a unique
valuation x˜ on k(Xk) extending a k-rational point x of Xk, and s(GK) ⊂ Dy˜ for a
unique y˜ in X˜S˜ above the unique K-rational point y in S˜ specialising to x.
Proof. Lemma 3.14 implies that, for some open subset Uk ⊂ Xk, the section sU is
ramified. Let X˜U˜K , respectively X˜U˜k denote the normalisation of XK , resp. Xk in
some universal pro-étale cover of UK , resp. Uk. By Lemma 3.13 we have ϕU(GK) ⊂
Dx˜U for some x ∈ (Xk \ Uk)(k) and some x˜U in X˜U˜k above x, and sU(GK) ⊂ Dy˜U
for some unique y˜U in X˜U˜K above the unique K-rational point y of S˜ specialising to
x. By Proposition 3.15, this is true for every open subset U ′k ⊂ Xk contained in Uk,
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thus taking inverse limits over the open subsets of Xk yields the required statement
(the uniqueness of x˜ follows from the same argument as in the proof of [NSW08,
Corollary 12.1.3]).
4 Sections of absolute Galois groups of curves over function
fields
4.1 Specialisation of sections of absolute Galois groups. Let k be a field
of characteristic zero, and let C a smooth, separated, connected curve over k with
function field K. Let X → C be a flat, proper, smooth relative curve, with generic
fibre X := X ×CK which is a geometrically connected curve over K. For some c ∈
Ccl, let Kc denote the completion of K with respect to the valuation corresponding
to c, and let Xc := X ×K Kc be the base change of X to Kc.
Let ξ be a geometric point of X with value in its generic point. This determines
an algebraic closure K(X) of the function field of X and an algebraic closure K of
K, as well as a geometric point ξ¯ of XK . Likewise let ξc be a geometric point of Xc
with value in its generic point, which determines an algebraic closure Kc of Kc and
a geometric point ξ¯c of XKc. Fix an embedding K →֒ Kc. This determines a natural
inclusion i : X(K) →֒ Xc(Kc). Set-theoretically, an element y : SpecKc → Xc of
Xc(Kc) maps the unique point of SpecKc to a closed point of Xc. This closed point
will be called an algebraic point of XKc if y ∈ i(X(K)); otherwise, it will be called
a transcendental point. Let us denote by Xtrc the complement in X
cl
c of the set of all
algebraic points of Xclc .
Definition 4.1. With the above notation, define the group π1(Xtrc ) to be the inverse
limit
π1(X
tr
c ) := lim←−
U⊂X open
π1(Uc, ξc)
over all open subsets U ⊂ X, where Uc denotes the base change U ×K Kc.
Recall there is an exact sequence 1 → GX
K
→ GX → GK := Gal(K/K) → 1,
where GX is the Galois group of X with base point ξ (cf. Lemma 2.6).
Lemma 4.2. We have a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1 π1(X
tr
Kc
) π1(X
tr
c ) GKc 1
1 GX
K
GX GK 1
where GKc = Gal(Kc/Kc), π1(X
tr
Kc
) is defined so that the upper horizontal sequence
is exact, the middle vertical map is defined up to conjugation, the left vertical map
is an isomorphism, and the right square is cartesian.
Proof. For each open subset U ⊂ X, functoriality of the fundamental group yields
a diagram
1 π1(UKc , ξ¯c) π1(Uc, ξc) GKc 1
1 π1(UK , ξ¯) π1(U, ξ) GK 1
(8)
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where the rows are the fundamental exact sequences, the middle vertical map is
defined up to conjugation, the left vertical map is an isomorphism (see [OV98],
Théorème 1.6), and the right square is cartesian (follows as in the proof of Lemma
3.6). The statement then follows by taking the projective limit of these diagrams
over the open subsets of X.
Denote by X c := X ×Ck(c) the fibre of X above c.
Lemma 4.3. For each closed point x of X clc , there exists an algebraic point y of
Xc specialising to x whose residue field is the unique unramified extension L of Kc
whose valuation ring OL has residue field k(x).
Proof. Let us write Xc,L := Xc×Kc L and X c,k(x) := X c×k(c)k(x). Let x
′ be a k(x)-
rational point of X c,k(x) which maps to x under the projection X c,k(x) → X c, and
let mL denote the maximal ideal of OL. The set of L-rational points of Xc,L which
specialise to x′ is in bijection with mL [Liu02, Proposition 10.1.40]. Let F be a finite
extension of K whose completion at a place above c is L. Then an element of mL∩F
corresponds to an L-rational algebraic point y′ of Xc,L which specialises to x
′. The
image y of y′ under the projection Xc,L → Xc is then an L-rational algebraic point
of Xc (k(y) = L) which specialises to x.
Definition 4.4. For each closed point x of X clc , fix a choice of algebraic point y ∈ X
cl
c
which specialises to x and whose residue field is the unique unramified extension of
Kc whose valuation ring has residue field k(x) (such a point exists by Lemma 4.3).
We define S˜c to be the set of these chosen algebraic points y ∈ X
cl
c . Thus, S˜c is a
subset of Xclc which consists of algebraic points and which is in bijection with X
cl
c .
We denote by S˜c,Kc the set of points of Xc×Kc Kc which map to points in S˜c. Thus
S˜c,Kc is a subset of X
cl
Kc
in bijection with X cl
k(c)
.
Let ξ′c be a geometric point of X c with value in its generic point, which determines
an algebraic closure k(c) of k(c) and a geometric point ξ¯′c of X k(c). Let 1→ GXk(c) →
GX c → Gk(c) → 1 be the exact sequence of the absolute Galois group of X c with
base point ξ′c.
Theorem 4.5. With S˜c and S˜c,Kc as in Definition 4.4, there exists a surjective
homomorphism Sp : π1(Xc − S˜c) ։ GX c , an isomorphism Sp : π1(XKc − S˜c,Kc) ≃
GX
k(c)
and a commutative diagram of exact sequences:
1 π1(X
tr
Kc
) π1(X
tr
c ) GKc 1
1 π1(XKc − S˜c,Kc) π1(Xc − S˜c) GKc 1
1 GX
k(c)
GX c Gk(c) 1
Sp ∼ Sp
where the map Sp is defined up to conjugation.
Proof. The existence of Sp and Sp follows from Theorem 3.4. Since we have chosen
S˜c to consist of algebraic points, π1(Xc−S˜c), respectively π1(XKc−S˜c,Kc) is naturally
a quotient of π1(X
tr
c ), resp. π1(X
tr
Kc
). Thus we have the required homomorphisms
in the diagram, and it is clearly commutative.
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Let s : GK → GX be a section, and let sc : GKc → π1(X
tr
c ) be the section
of π1(X
tr
c ) induced from s (cf. Lemma 4.2). This naturally induces a section s˜c :
GKc → π1(Xc − S˜c) of the projection π1(Xc − S˜c)։ GKc.
Theorem 4.6. With the notation of the above paragraph, assume further that X is
hyperbolic. Let X˜c,S˜c → Xc − S˜c be a universal pro-étale cover (Definition 3.3), and
denote by k(X c) the separable closure of the function field of X c determined by the
geometric point ξ′c.
(i) Suppose s˜c is unramified and induces a section s¯c : Gk(c) → GX c. If s¯c is
geometric with s¯c(Gk(c)) ⊂ Dx˜ for some x ∈ X c(k(c)) and some extension x˜ of
x to k(X c), then s˜c(GKc) ⊂ Dy˜ for some unique y˜ in X˜c,S˜c above the unique
(Kc-rational) point y of S˜c specialising to x.
(ii) Assume further that k strongly satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 1.4. Sup-
pose s˜c is ramified, and denote ϕs := Sp ◦s˜c. Then ϕs(GKc) ⊂ Dx˜ for a unique
valuation on k(X c) extending a k(c)-rational point x of X c, and s˜c(GKc) ⊂ Dy˜
for some unique y˜ in X˜c,S˜c above the unique (Kc-rational) point y of S˜c spe-
cialising to x.
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 3.16, and (ii) follows from Lemma 3.17.
4.2 Étale abelian sections. We use the notation of §4.1, and hereafter we as-
sume that X is hyperbolic and that X(K) 6= ∅.
Lemma 4.7. For each c ∈ Ccl, there is a commutative diagram
1 π1(XK , ξ¯) π1(X, ξ) GK 1
1 π1(XK , ξ¯) π1(X , ξ) π1(C, ξ) 1
1 π1(X k(c), ξ¯
′
c) π1(X c, ξ
′
c) Gk(c) 1
∼
(9)
where the lower vertical homomorphisms are defined up to conjugation, the middle
and right of those maps are injective and the left one is an isomorphism.
Proof. This follows from functoriality of the fundamental group and the fundamental
exact sequences for X and X c. Exactness of the middle row follows from [GR71,
Exposé XIII, Proposition 4.3].
For the remainder of this section we assume that k strongly satisfies the condition
(ii) in Definition 1.4. Let us fix a section s : GK → GX of GX , and denote by
sét : GK → π1(X, ξ) the section of the étale fundamental group of X induced by
s. By Lemma 4.2, s pulls back to a section sc : GKc → π1(X
tr
c ), which in turn
induces a section sétc : GKc → π1(Xc, ξc). By Proposition 3.11 (see also Remark
3.12), sétc specialises to a section s¯
ét
c : Gk(c) → π1(X c, ξ
′
c). By the following, we may
also consider s¯étc the specialisation of s
ét.
Lemma 4.8. The section sét extends to a section sétC : π1(C, ξ) → π1(X , ξ) of the
projection π1(X , ξ)։ π1(C, ξ) which restricts to the section s¯étc for each c ∈ C
cl.
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Proof. The kernel of the homomorphism GK ։ π1(C, ξ) is the inertia group IC
normally generated by the inertia subgroups associated to the closed points of C.
Since sétc is unramified for every c ∈ C
cl, the image of each of these inertia groups
under the composition SpX ◦s
ét
c : GKc → π1(X c, ξ
′
c) of s
ét
c with the specialisation
homomorphism SpX : π1(Xc, ξc)։ π1(X c, ξ
′
c) is trivial, hence the image of IC under
the composite GC π1(X, ξ) π1(X , ξ)
sét is trivial. Thus sét extends to a section
sétC : π1(C, ξ)→ π1(X , ξ), which must restrict to s¯
ét
c : Gk(c) → π1(X c, ξ
′
c).
Let J := Pic0X /C → C denote the relative Jacobian of X , and J := J K the
Jacobian ofX. For each closed point c ∈ Ccl, let Jc := JKc denote the Jacobian ofXc
and J c := J k(c) that of X c. The above sections s
ét, sétc and s¯
ét
c induce étale abelian
sections sab, sabc and s¯
ab
c respectively, while diagram (9) induces a commutative
diagram of exact sequences of geometrically abelian fundamental groups
1 π1(XK , ξ¯)
ab π1(X, ξ)
(ab) GK = GC 1
1 π1(XK , ξ¯)
ab π1(X , ξ)
(ab) π1(C, ξ) 1
1 π1(X k(c), ξ¯
′
c)
ab π1(X c, ξ
′
c)
(ab) Gk(c) 1
sab
sab
C
∼
s¯abc
(10)
where the middle horizontal row is obtained as the push-out of the middle hori-
zontal row in diagram (9) by the projection π1(XK , ξ¯) ։ π1(XK , ξ¯)
ab, and sabC :
π1(C, ξ) → π1(X , ξ)
(ab) is induced by sétC . Since X(K) 6= ∅ by assumption, the
étale abelian sections sab, sabc , s
ab
C and s¯
ab
c correspond to elements of the cohomology
groups H1(GK , TJ), H
1(GKc , TJc), H
1(π1(C, ξ), TJ) and H
1(Gk(c), T J c) respec-
tively, which are related by the following restriction and inflation maps:
H1(GK , TJ) H
1(GKc, TJc)
H1(π1(C, ξ), TJ) H
1(Gk(c), T J c)
resc
infC
resC,c
infc
Lemma 4.9. With the above notation, we have the following.
(i) resc(s
ab) = infc(s¯
ab
c ) = s
ab
c ;
(ii) infC(s
ab
C ) = s
ab and resC,c(sabC ) = s¯
ab
c .
Proof. Part (i) follows from the fact that sét and s¯étc both pull back to s
ét
c - see
diagrams (8) and (6), considering the case when U = X is projective. Part (ii)
follows from diagram (10). See also [Saï16, Lemma 3.4].
The image of sab under the diagonal map
∏
c∈Ccl
resc : H
1(GK , TJ) −→
∏
c∈Ccl
H1(GKc , TJc)
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is therefore the family (sabc )c∈Ccl. This diagonal map fits into the following commu-
tative diagram of Kummer exact sequences (see Lemma 2.7).
0 Ĵ(K) H1(GK , TJ) TH
1(GK , J) 0
0
∏
c∈Ccl
Ĵc(Kc)
∏
c∈Ccl
H1(GKc, TJc)
∏
c∈Ccl
TH1(GKc , Jc) 0
Note that the kernel of the right vertical map is the Tate module TX(J ) of the
Shafarevich-Tate group X(J ) (Definition 1.5). Commutativity of this diagram
immediately implies the following.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that, for every c ∈ Ccl, the section sabc ∈ H
1(GKc , TJc)
is contained in Ĵc(Kc). Then if TX(J ) = 0, the section sab ∈ H1(GK , TJ) is
contained in Ĵ(K).
Proposition 4.11. Assume that TX(J ) = 0, and that k strongly satisfies condi-
tions (i), (ii) and (iii)(a) of Definition 1.4. Then we have the following.
(i) For each c ∈ Ccl, s¯abc is in the image of the injective map X c(k(c)) →֒
H1(Gk(c), T J c), and sabc is in the image of Xc(Kc) → H
1(GKc , TJc).
(ii) sab is contained in Ĵ(K).
Proof. Let s˜c : GKc → π1(Xc − S˜c) denote the section of π1(Xc − S˜c) induced by sc,
and write ϕsc := Sp ◦s˜c. Let X˜c,S˜c → Xc − S˜c be a universal pro-étale cover, and
recall k(X c) the separable closure of the function field of X c determined by ξ
′
c. By
Theorem 4.6, for every c ∈ Ccl we have ϕsc(GKc) ⊂ Dx˜ for a unique x ∈ X c(k(c))
and some unique extension x˜ of x to k(X c), and s˜c(GKc) ⊂ Dy˜ for some unique y˜
in X˜c,S˜c above the unique (Kc-rational) point y of S˜c specialising to x. This implies
that sétc (GKc) = Dy˜′, for some y˜
′ above y in a universal pro-étale cover X˜c → Xc,
and s¯étc (Gk(c)) = Dx˜′ for some x˜
′ above x in a universal pro-étale cover X˜ c → X c.
This means that sétc , respectively s¯
ét
c arises from y ∈ Xc(Kc), resp. x ∈ X c(k(c)) by
functoriality of the fundamental group, which proves (i) (see the discussion before
Lemma 2.7). The map X c(k(c))→ H
1(Gk(c), T J c) is injective by condition (iii)(a)
of Definition 1.4.
Since the map Xc(Kc)→ H
1(GKc, TJc) factors through the inclusion Ĵc(Kc) →֒
H1(GKc, TJc) (see sequence (3)), part (i) implies in particular that s
ab
c is contained in
Ĵc(Kc), and since this is true for every c ∈ C
cl, Lemma 4.10 implies that sab ∈ Ĵ(K),
which proves (ii).
5 Proof of the Main Theorems
5.1 Proof of Theorem A. Let k be a field of characteristic zero that satisfies
conditions (iv) and (v) of Definition 1.4, and strongly satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and
(iii) of Definition 1.4. Let C be a smooth, separated, connected curve over k with
function field K. Let X → C be a flat, proper, smooth relative curve whose generic
fibre X := X ×CK is geometrically connected and hyperbolic, with X(K) 6= ∅. Let
J := Pic0X /C denote the relative Jacobian of X , and J := J K the Jacobian of X.
For a closed point c ∈ Ccl, denote by J c := J k(c) the Jacobian of X c. Assume
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that TX(J ) = 0. We show that the birational section conjecture holds for X (see
Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 and Remark 1.3).
Let s : GK → GX be a section. Under our assumptions, the étale abelian section
sab induced by s is contained in Ĵ(K), by Proposition 4.11 (ii).
Lemma 5.1. The homomorphism J(K) → Ĵ(K) is injective and sab is contained
in J(K).
Proof. There exist c1, c2 ∈ Ccl such that the natural specialisation homomorphism
J(K) → J c1(k(c1)) × J c2(k(c2)) is injective [PV10, Proposition 2.4]. Let ℓ be a
finite extension of k that contains k(c1) and k(c2). Then there is an injective homo-
morphism J ci(k(ci)) →֒ J ci(ℓ) for each i = 1, 2, hence an injective homomorphism
J c1(k(c1))× J c2(k(c2)) →֒ J c1(ℓ)× J c2(ℓ) ≃ (J c1 ×J c2)(ℓ). For ease of notation,
let us write J 1,2(ℓ) := (J c1 ×J c2)(ℓ). We have a commutative diagram of exact
sequences:
0 J(K) J 1,2(ℓ) H 0
0 Ĵ(K) Ĵ 1,2(ℓ) Ĥ 0
φ
ψ
where H is defined so that the upper horizontal sequence is exact. Exactness of the
lower sequence follows easily from condition (iii) (b) of Definition 1.4, while condition
(iii) (a) implies that the middle and right vertical maps are injective. Therefore the
left vertical map is also injective, and the equality J(K) = φ(J 1,2(ℓ)) ∩ ψ(Ĵ(K))
holds inside Ĵ 1,2(ℓ).
For each ci, i = 1, 2, the section s induces an element s¯
ab
ci
∈ H1(Gk(ci), T J ci),
which is contained in the image of the map X ci(k(ci)) → H
1(Gk(ci), T J ci) by Propo-
sition 4.11 (i). This map is injective by condition (iii)(a) of Definition 1.4, so we may
consider s¯abci to be contained in X ci(k(ci)). Then s¯
ab
ci
is contained in J ci(ℓ) for each
i = 1, 2, due to injectivity of the maps X ci(k(ci)) →֒ J ci(k(ci)) →֒ J ci(ℓ). Thus
(s¯abc1 , s¯
ab
c2
) is contained in J c1(ℓ) × J c2(ℓ), hence in φ(J 1,2(ℓ)). By Lemma 4.9, the
image of sab ∈ Ĵ(K) in Ĵ 1,2(ℓ) under ψ is the element (s¯
ab
c1 , s¯
ab
c2 ), and since this lies
in φ(J 1,2(ℓ)) we have s
ab ∈ φ(J 1,2(ℓ)) ∩ ψ(Ĵ(K)) = J(K).
Fix a K-rational point x0 ∈ X(K) = X (C) (non-empty by assumption), and let
ι : X → J denote the closed immersion mapping x0 to the zero section of J .
Lemma 5.2. sab is contained in X(K).
Proof. Since sab is contained in J(K) = J (C), it may be regarded as a morphism
sab : C → J . By Lemma 4.9, the pullback of this morphism to Spec k(c) is precisely
s¯abc , considered an element of J c(k(c)) ⊂ H
1(Gk(c), T J c). But s¯
ab
c is contained in
X c(k(c)) by Proposition 4.11 (i), hence the morphism s¯
ab
c : Spec k(c) → J c must
factor through X c, where X c is considered a closed subscheme of J c via ι. Thus, for
each c ∈ Ccl, the image of c under the morphism sab : C → J is a closed point of
X c. This implies that s
ab : C → J factors through ι : X → J , thus sab is contained
in the subset ι(X(K)) ⊆ J(K).
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Let z be the point in X(K) such that ι(z) = sab, and for each c ∈ Ccl let z¯c
denote its specialisation to X c. Let x¯c ∈ X c(k(c)) be the point associated to s¯
ab
c by
Proposition 4.11 (i).
Lemma 5.3. z¯c = x¯c in X c(k(c)) for all c ∈ Ccl.
Proof. Lemma 4.9 implies that, for each c ∈ Ccl, s¯abc is the image of both x¯c and
z¯c under the map X c(k(c)) → H
1(Gk(c), T J c). This map is injective by condition
(iii)(a) of Definition 1.4, hence z¯c = x¯c.
Proposition 5.4. s is geometric.
Proof. By the “limit argument” of Tamagawa [Tam97, Proposition 2.8 (iv)], and
the fact that k satisfies the condition (iv) in Definition 4.1, it suffices to prove that
for any open subgroup H ⊂ GX which contains s(GK), if Y → X denotes the
corresponding finite morphism with Y smooth, we have Y (K) 6= ∅.
By construction, we have GY = H , and s defines a section sY : GK → GY of
GY . For c ∈ C
cl, let Kc be the completion of K at c, and write Xc := X ×K Kc and
Yc := Y ×K Kc. By Lemma 4.2, the section s pulls back to a section sc : GKc →
π1(X
tr
c ), and likewise sY pulls back to a section sYc : GKc → π1(Y
tr
c ). We have the
following commutative diagram.
π1(Y
tr
c ) π1(X
tr
c ) GKc
GY GX GK
sc
sYc
s
sY
Let Y be the normalisation of X in the function field of Y , and for each c ∈ Ccl let
Yc denote the closed fibre of Y at c. After possibly removing finitely many points
from C, we may assume that Y is smooth over C. Indeed, the closed fibres Yc are
smooth except possibly for finitely many closed points c ∈ Ccl [Liu02, Proposition
10.1.21]. So, if necessary, we may replace C by the largest open sub-scheme C ′ ⊂ C
such that Yc is smooth for every c ∈ (C
′)cl, and Y → X by the induced map of fibre
products Y ×CC
′ → X ×CC
′.
So we assume that the fibres Yc are smooth for all c ∈ C
cl. For each closed point
x¯c ∈ X
cl
c , respectively y¯c ∈ Y
cl
c , choose an algebraic point xc ∈ Xc, resp. yc ∈ Yc
specialising to x¯c, resp. y¯c whose residue field is the unique unramified extension
of Kc whose valuation ring has residue field k(x¯c), resp. k(y¯c). Let S˜c, respectively
T˜c denote the set of these chosen algebraic points of Xc, resp. Yc (see Definition
4.4). The groups π1(Yc− T˜c) and π1(Xc− S˜c) are naturally quotients of π1(Y
tr
c ) and
π1(X
tr
c ) respectively, hence sc naturally induces a section s˜c : GKc → π1(Xc−S˜c), and
likewise sYc induces a section s˜Yc : GKc → π1(Yc − T˜c). By Theorem 4.5, there exist
specialisation homomorphisms SpX : π1(Xc − S˜c) ։ GX c and SpY : π1(Yc − T˜c) ։
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GYc and a commutative diagram
π1(Y
tr
c ) π1(X
tr
c ) GKc
π1(Yc − T˜c)
GKc
π1(Xc − S˜c)
GYc GX c Gk(c)
sc
sYc
SpY
SpX
s˜c
s˜Yc
ϕXϕY
where we denote ϕX := SpX ◦s˜c and ϕY := SpY ◦s˜Yc . By Theorem 4.6, we have
ϕY (GKc) ⊂ Dy˜c ⊂ GYc for a unique valuation y˜c on k(X c) extending a unique k(c)-
rational point y¯c ∈ Yc(k(c)). By commutativity of the above diagram, this implies
that ϕX(GKc) ⊂ Dy˜c ⊂ GX c for the same valuation y˜c on k(X c), whose restriction
to k(X c) corresponds to the image x¯
′
c of y¯c in X c. Thus we have found, for every
c ∈ Ccl, unique k(c)-rational points y¯c ∈ Yc(k(c)) and x¯
′
c ∈ X c(k(c)) such that y¯c
maps to x¯′c via Yc → X c. Moreover, x¯
′
c must be the same as the point x¯c associated
to s¯abc (see Lemma 5.3 and the paragraph before it).
Recall the section sab is associated to a K-rational point z (see Lemma 5.2 and
the paragraph after it). View z ∈ X(K) = X (C) as a section z : C → X , and
denote by Yz the pullback of the image z(C) via the map Y → X . Then Yz → z(C)
is a finite morphism, and we can assume, after possibly shrinking C, that Yz is
smooth. Since z specialises to x¯c ∈ X c(k(c)) (Lemma 5.3), x¯c ∈ z(C) and therefore
y¯c ∈ Yz(k(c)) for every c ∈ C
cl. Then condition (v) of Definition 1.4 implies that
Yz(K) 6= ∅. Thus Yz(K) ⊆ Y(K) = Y (K) 6= ∅, which completes the proof of
Proposition 5.4.
Thus s(Gk) is contained in a decomposition group associated to a K-rational
point x ∈ X(K), which is unique (cf. Remark 1.3). This concludes the proof of
Theorem A.
5.2 Proof of Theorem B. In this section we explain how Theorem B is deduced
from Theorem A. Let k be a field of characteristic zero that strongly satisfies the
conditions of Definition 1.4. Let C be a smooth, separated, connected curve over
k with function field K. For any finite extension L of K, let CL denote the nor-
malisation of C in L, and for any flat, proper, smooth relative curve Y → CL, let
JY := Pic
0
Y /CL denote the relative Jacobian of Y. Assume that for any such finite
extension L and any such relative curve Y we have TX(JY) = 0.
We will show that for any finite extension L of K and any smooth, projective,
geometrically connected (not necessarily hyperbolic) curve X over L, the birational
section conjecture holds for X.
Proposition 5.5. With the above notation and hypotheses, let s : GL → GX be a
section of GX . Then s is geometric.
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Proof. By the Hurwitz formula, we may choose an open subgroup H ⊂ GX contain-
ing s(GL) such that, denoting by Y → X the corresponding finite morphism with Y
smooth, Y is hyperbolic. We have an isomorphism H ≃ GY , and s naturally defines
a section sY : GL → GY of the natural projection GY ։ GL. Let L
′|L be a finite
extension such that Y (L′) 6= ∅, and let M |L be a Galois extension of L containing
L′. Then YM(M) 6= ∅, and sY restricts to a section sYM : GM → GYM of the absolute
Galois group of YM .
1 GY
L
GYM GM 1
1 GY
L
GY GL 1
sYM
sY
Let CM denote the normalisation of C in M , and let Y → CM be a flat and
proper model of YM over C
M . As in the proof of Proposition 5.4, after possibly
removing finitely many closed points from CM we may assume that the closed fibres
Yc := Y ×CMk(c) of Y are smooth for all c ∈ (C
M)cl. Then Y → CM is a flat,
proper, smooth relative curve whose generic fibre YM is hyperbolic and has at least
one M-rational point. Theorem A then implies that sYM (GM) is contained in a
decomposition subgroup DMy˜ ⊂ GYM for a unique M-rational point y of YM and
some extension y˜ of y to k(X). Note we use a superscript M to emphasise that DMy˜
is a subgroup of GYM .
Since M |L is a Galois extension, GM is a normal subgroup of GL, hence sY (GL)
normalises sYM (GM) in GY . Therefore, for any σ ∈ GL, sYM (GM) is also contained
in sY (σ)
−1DMy˜ sY (σ) = D
M
sY (σ)·y˜
, which implies that y˜ = sY (σ) · y˜ [NSW08, Corollary
12.1.3]. Thus, sY (GL) normalises D
M
y˜ in GY , so it is contained in the normaliser
of DMy˜ in GY , which is precisely Dy˜ ⊂ GY . This implies that s(GL) is contained
in the decomposition subgroup Dy˜ ⊂ GX of the same valuation y˜ of k(X), whose
restriction to k(X) corresponds to the image x of y in X. The point x is then
necessarily L-rational, since Dy˜ must map surjectively to GL.
This concludes the proof of Theorem B.
5.3 Proof of Theorem C. In this section we prove Theorem C. Assume the
BSC holds over all number fields. We prove that the BSC holds over all finitely
generated fields over Q of transcendence degree n ≥ 1. We argue by induction on
n and assume that the BSC holds over all finitely generated fields over Q of tran-
scendence degree < n. Let K be a finitely generated field over Q of transcendence
degree n and k ⊂ K a subfield which is algebraically closed in K over which K has
transcendence degree 1. We show the BSC holds over K.
It is well-known that in order to prove that the BSC holds over K it suffices to
prove that the BSC holds for the projective line over K (cf. [Saï12b, Lemma 2.1]).
Thus, we will show the following.
Proposition 5.6. With K and k as above, let X = P1K, and let s : GK → GX a
section of the projection GX ։ GK . Then s is geometric.
Proof. Let K and k be the algebraic closures of K and k, respectively, induced by
the geometric point ξ defining GX . We claim that there exists an open subgroup
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H ⊂ GX containing s(GK) such that, denoting by Y → X the corresponding finite
morphism with Y smooth, Y is hyperbolic and isotrivial, meaning that YK descends
to a smooth curve Yk¯ over k¯. Indeed, let U ⊂ P
1
k be an open subset, Uk¯ = U ×k k¯,
UK = U×kK, and UK = U×kK. We have a natural commutative diagram of exact
sequences
1 −−−→ π1(UK , ξ¯) −−−→ π1(UK , ξ) −−−→ GK −−−→ 1y
y
y
1 −−−→ π1(Uk¯, ξ¯) −−−→ π1(Uk, ξ) −−−→ Gk −−−→ 1
where the left vertical map is an isomorphism. Let ∆˜ be a characteristic open
subgroup of π1(Uk¯, ξ¯) corresponding to a finite morphism Yk¯ → P
1
k¯
with Yk¯ smooth
and hyperbolic. Such a subgroup exists by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula and the
fact that π1(Uk¯, ξ¯) is finitely generated. We write ∆ for the corresponding subgroup
of π1(UK , ξ¯) and YK → P
1
K
the corresponding finite morphism with YK smooth. The
section s induces a section sU : GK → π1(UK , ξ) of the projection π1(UK , ξ)։ GK .
Let H˜ = ∆ · sU(GK) and H the inverse image of H˜ in GX . Then H and the
corresponding finite morphism Y → X are as claimed above.
The section s induces a section sY : GK → GY = H of the natural projection
GY ։ GK with sY (GK) = s(GK), and one easily verifies that the section s is
geometric if (and only if) the section sY is geometric. Let C be a separated, smooth
and connected curve over k with function field k(C) = K, and Y → C a flat, smooth
and proper relative C-curve with generic fibre YK = Y . Without loss of generality,
we can assume that Y (K) 6= ∅ (cf. proof of Theorem B). Let J be the relative
jacobian of Y. The Shafarevich-Tate group X(J ) is finite by [ST18, Theorem 4.1]
since J K , being the jacobian of YK , is isotrivial (i.e. descends to an abelian variety
over k¯). Moreover, k strongly satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.4, since it is
finitely generated and by the above induction assumption. Then the section sY , and
a fortiori the section s, is geometric by Theorem A.
This concludes the proof of Theorem C.
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